
TIME TO DANCE

Gentle sacred dance
Lifts the pain from my eyes and

Whispers of bamboo

Oh the soft broad leaf
An old friend touches my hand

Now we wait in peace

Wait for the whispers
In each corner of my soul
Hope rustles and grows

The pain in my eyes
Asks for truth and quiet time

Bamboo’s dance unfolds

Oh the soft stillness
Where earth and sky become one

Let it be freedom

Freedom to flow with
Solitude and communion
Keep the sacred dance.

… Katarina
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HEALING - TIME

Goodbye, God Bless You
Sun Dips below Horizon

We shall meet again

Time to go inside
Listen to my own heartbeat
Rest and breathe Bamboo

Time to be alone
Mother Earth will keep me safe

As pain comes and goes

Sometimes I wonder
Where is the healing power?

Whispering Bamboo

A quiet prayer
Gentle wind cools my body

Blessed mystery

Once again I listen
Time to walk and meet our world

Earth, Sun, Wind, Bamboo

… Katarina
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QUALITY - TIME

Hello, how are you?
Oh it’s lovely to see you
Sun shines in the sky

Let’s listen with care
A word, a sigh, and a smile
Bamboo folds and sways

Listen to whispers
Dance between our spoken words

Wind rustles and flows

Hark the whisper now
Speak, listen, and wait again

Leaf is broad and green

Time to say good-bye
Strong and willowy bamboo
Sway and dance my friend

Hark the whisper now
Act, slow-down, and stop again

Leaf is green and still

… Katarina
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HAIKU CONVERSATIONS
FOR SLEEPING

HANNAH:
When the sun goes down

The darkness will take over
But my love will stay

K:
Snowflakes floating down

Meet dark mountain in the night
Sleepy small kisses

Close my eyes and see
Sleepy kisses and snowflakes

Bless the air we breathe

One snowflake floats down
And then another snowflake

Lovely quiet time

Night is dark and cool
My life becomes a prayer

Carried by the sea

HANNAH:
The silver moon light

Reflect on the open seas
Bringing a new life

PAUL:
Mountains cloaked in mist

Meet the mystery of the sea
Vancouver sunrise

… Katarina
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SONG TO THE ELEMENTS

The great blue heron

Flies along the sacred hoop

Wide wide flowing wings

Earth beneath my feet

Meets the pulse of life…dancing

A gentle drummer

Fire from within me

Seeks a form, ever-changing

The dance of Shiva

My heart glows for you

Swirling flows of happiness

The water of life

Here, there, watch the wind

Wind and leaves, wind and trees, oh

Wind all around me

Old old cedar tree

Living, healthy, wonderful

Strong and fragrant wood

Hands, eyes, mind and heart

Shape the clear energy ball

Form the speaks my truth

The great blue heron

Soft dark wings -- golden sky, and

Golden wings -- dark sky

… Katarina
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THE FOUR-CHAMBERED HEART

Sweeping, sweeping,

Outside on a sunny day.

Sweeping the porch,

Sweeping the sidewalk,

Sweeping, sweeping

The rhythm of life.

Strong is my heart.

The trees reach to the sky,

Their leaves dancing

In the afternoon breeze.

Dancing, dancing,

The horizon is filled with dancing leaves.

Full is my heart.

Resting and breathing

I sit by the maple tree.

Breathing and blinking

My eyes awaken

To a butterfly on a flower.

Open is my heart.

Sweeping, sweeping,

The images of my dream

Become clear and bright.

Sweeping, sweeping,

Once again I walk in the light.

Clear is my heart.

… Katarina
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